
myhosting.com Offers WebMatrix Enabled VPS Hosting Plan 

myhosting.com, a leading provider of affordable VPS Hosting and Cloud Services, has announced a new 
WebMatrix VPS hosting plan supporting Microsoft's new WebMatrix development tool. The new virtual 
private server hosting service became available with the WebMatrix release on January 13, 2011. 

Toronto, ON – January 20, 2010: Microsoft WebMatrix is a free development tool that integrates a 
number of development applications into a single solution. Through the development platform, users 
can write code, deploy open source applications or construct a site based on pre-loaded templates. 

"WebMatrix is an ideal tool for developers or webmasters in search of a simple, streamlined program for 
easy web development," said Jeremy Adams, Product Manager for myhosting.com. "Microsoft's new 
development platform bundles the essential development tasks into a cohesive, intuitive program. As a 
result, beginners can use the templates and built-in applications to easily design their own site. 
Advanced users, on the other hand, can use the utility to deploy basic, foundational development 
applications while writing custom code to enhance the site." 

WebMatrix is a free-to-use development tool that requires minimal time for download and installation. 
As a result, a hosting plan supporting WebMatrix allows users to start developing their site within 
minutes. 

The development application is also a powerful tool, despite its easy-to-use nature. WebMatrix offers 
countless options for customization because all of its utilities, including those for writing code, adding 
applications, deploying content management systems and editing a template, are fit into a single unified 
interface. As a result, developers will no longer need to switch between multiple programs to perform 
simple tasks. 

myhosting.com is offering WebMatrix support with a new VPS offering. The plan is built on a foundation 
of Microsoft virtualization and hosting applications, including Hyper-V, Windows Server 2008 R2 and 
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2. 

"Adding a WebMatrix VPS to our stable of hosting plans provides our customers with a new 
technological offering that represents our overall goal," said Celal Ulgen, Chief Marketing Officer at 
myhosting.com. "At myhosting.com, we are dedicated to providing customers with the best service 
possible. With the addition of the WebMatrix VPS, webmasters with limited development experience 
can still enjoy the benefits of our virtual private server hosting plans. By combining WebMatrix's easy-to-
use unified development platform with myhosting.com's focus on customer service, even novice 
developers can enjoy a powerful hosting service." 

The new WebMatrix VPS service from myhosting.com is currently available for a promotional price of 
$29.95 per month for users making a single annual payment. 
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Toronto, Canada. Founded in 1997, SoftCom provides reliable and cost effective email and Web Hosting 
services to more than 10 million customers with support of 26 languages in 140 countries worldwide. 
The myhosting.com name and the logo are registered trademarks of SoftCom Inc. 
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